[The polymorphisms of HTC-defined HLA specificities in the Shanghai Chinese population].
With reference sera and homozygous typing cells (HTCs) of 3rd Asia-Oceania Histocompatibility Workshop Conference, 56 healthy unrelated subjects in Shanghai were typed for HLA-A, B, C, DR, DQ, and Dw. This paper presents the results of HLA-Dw typing, its relationship to serological class II antigens, and the distribution of Dw in the population. The polymorphism patterns of Chinese Dw specificities were quite different from those in Caucasoids and Japanese. The predominant Dw phenotypes detected in Shanghai Chinese were Dw 2, Dw 3, DKT 2, Dw 7 c, (Dw7 + Dw 17) and Dw 23 (DB 5). And significant correlations were observed between Dw 1 and DR 1, Dw 2 and DR 2, Dw 3 and DR 3, Dw 7 c and DR 7, DB 7 and DRw 8, as well as Dw 23 and DR 9. SMY 129, a novel Dw specificity defined by local HTCs and co-studied by the laboratories joined for Dw typing in 3rd AOHWC showed its correlation with DR 5. Nevertheless, more than fifty percent of Dw specificities could not be assigned in the four correspondent designated serological antigens, DR 2, DR 5, DRw 8 and DR 9, respectively, which, together with other blank Dw specificities, gave a total blank Dw gene frequency as high as 43.2% in the population. It was suggested by further analysis that novel Dw specificities might be identified more effectively if efforts would be concentrated on DR 5 and DR 9, two antigen families which, in some way, might represent the characteristics of HLA system in Chinese. Besides, certain HTC-defined antigens, e.g. Dw 3 and the DR 4-related Dw specificities, have been revealed to be in linkage disequilibrium with other DR antigens in addition with the correspondent designated ones, resulting in some unique haplotype combinations in Shanghai Chinese. It seems to us that the particular patterns of polymorphisms of serum- and cell-defined HLA class II antigens would be helpful to elucidate the mechanisms by which certain diseases are in association with HLA in Chinese in a different manner as compared with that in Caucasoids.